
What is Quantum Healing (and Why is it So Powerful?)

Quantum Healing had its inseption in  ancient times and was popularized in 
the 1980s when the term was first coined by an ayurvedic doctor, Deepak 
Chopra.

The fundamentals of how Quantum Healing works relies heavily on the 
patient’s belief to create their own healing events. Unfortunately the 
population has been brainwashed to believe that only the doctor can heal 
you.

The patient is just as much a part of the process as any practitioner who 
you’ve sought out to help you.   As long as you have the capacity to 
believe, there’s virtually nothing you can’t overcome. A perfect example is 
Dr. Joe Dispenza’s story.
In 1986, during the bike portion of a triathelon, he was hit from behind by a 
front wheel vehicle going 55 MPH; he was catapulted out of his bike and 
wound up breaking 6  vertebra in his spine as a result of the severe 
compression from landing on the road. He refused the recommended 
surgical treatment and decided to use his innate consciousness to heal 
himself. Instead of focusing on what he didn’t want to happen (sell his 
house, his practice, live in a wheelchair) he began focusing on visulizing his 
broken vertebrae healing. He spent 3 hours every day for 6.5 weeks 
focusing on the sequence of healing his spine. Something clicked at that 
6.5 week mark and everything got easier. His body started to respond to his 
mind; his pain level dropped dramatically, his neurological condition 
changed, he felt like he had more energy;  what took him 3 to 4 hours to do 
visualizing his healing process took only 45 minutes. He was back on his 
feet in 10.5 weeks. He was back in his life and training again in 12 weeks.  
His doctors were absolutly clear that he would never walk again. When he 
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visited his doctor, who gave him the most difficult time, at Scripts Clinic in 
San Diego, the doctor was blown away.

Since I have been studying Qigong with my master, I have come to learn 
that everything in the body is directed from the brain. And what the brain 
can conceive the body will follow.  The primary principle  of quantum 
physics, which is the study of how a  you and an object and/or event 
interact with one another. And the link between the two that is being studied 
is referred to as the ‘consciousness.’
Consciousnesss is an immeasurable intelligence that emanates from all 
sentient beings, that is,  the ability to be aware of feelings and sensations 
and inert (physical) matter throughout the universe. Consciousness is its 
own law that determines how we perceive and interact with an object or 
event. It’s more than just a question of mind over matter. And it’s not 
psychic acuity we’re talking about, here. Consciousness, in quantum terms, 
is a force and serves as the global component of our being down to our 
cellular level. It is a governing force, which I believe is actually scalar 
energy.

In reality, the scalar energy or governing force is the universal common 
denominator. Gregg Braden calls it the “Divine Matrix”; others like Rupert 
Sheldrake call it the “Morphogenic Field.”  And some just call it the quantum 
field. It’s the unifying theory that transcends the physical world and 
connects the tangible (matter) to the intangible (thought).

The key to making quantum healing work for you is to apply your intention. 
By you intending a specific change to occur you are projecting an energy 
field which spreads out in the universe and connects the variables that 
make it happen.
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A negative example occurs when an ocologist tells a patient his has only 
two months to live.If the patient internalizes that narrative, he will die 
exactly in two months. Also if a patient dwells on the negative he or she will 
suppress their immunbe system and will be sick often. A positive example 
is Dr. Dispenza’s incident. Another positive example is visualizing a parking 
place at your destination. Several weeks ago I drove to Chinatown in 
Manhattan and visualized a parking space waiting for me. I found one just a 
half a block away from my destination. We can literally will events into 
existence. We have this power; we just have to practice  and refine this 
skill.

This concept of intention has been expanded on considerably in modern 
times. In her best-selling book, The Intention Experiment, Lynne McTaggart 
set out to see just how far human consciousness could be pushed. Using 
the placebo effect as a baseline, she conducted an experiment in which 
professional athletes would use meditation and visualisation techniques to 
speed up their rate of recovery. At the conclusion of the study, it was found 
those who had used visualisation healed 17% quicker than those who 
didn’t use the techniques.

Why mainstream medicine rejects quantum healing. It interfers with 
their revenue stream and they are threathened by something that 
could take away their livelihood.

There is a vested interest to keep you sick and depressed because it pays.

The Untold Benefits of Quantum Healing (Mainstream Science STILL 
Won’t Accept) 

• Quantum Healing is cheaper, quicker, non-invasive, more effective,    
   and comes with zero side-effects.
•  It puts the possibility and power to heal firmly in your hands.
• All you have to do is believe you can take back control of your 
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   health and your life.

Tedd Koren Bio
• Graduated the Sherman College of Chiropractic 
• Editor of the school and student newspapers and graduated as class 

valedictorian.
• Co-founded the Pennsylvania College of Chiropractic where he taught 

neurology and chiropractic techniques.
• Founded Koren Publications which became the most popular source of 

chiropractic patient education materials
• After ten years of disability and pain Dr. Koren healed himself in 5 days; 

this was the beginning of KST - Koren Specific Technique.
• He has taught KST to nearly 4,000 doctors, healthcare practitioners and 

even lay people all over the world.
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